
Queen Mary Algorithms Day (QMAD13)

Centre for Discrete Mathematics, School of Mathematical Sciences,
Wednesday 20th February 2013

Please note that talks are in the Maths Lecture Theatre, and afternoon refreshments and
lunch are in the Foyer of the Maths Building.

Programme

10:00–10:30 Arrival: gather in Maths 102.

10:30–11:10 Peter Cameron, QMUL, Algorithmic aspects of synchronization.

11:15–11:55 John Talbot, UCL, Flag algebra computations in extremal combinatorics.

12:00–12:40 Rahul Santhanam, Edinburgh, Satisfiability algorithms.

12:40 – 13:50 Lunch.

13:50–14:30 Andrei Krokhin, Durham, Robust approximability of Constraint Satisfac-
tion Problems.

14:35–15:15 Leslie Ann Goldberg, Liverpool, Approximating Counting Constraint Sat-
isfaction Problems.

15:15–15:45 Tea break.

15:45–16:25 Anuj Dawar, Cambridge, On tractable approximations of Graph Isomor-
phism.

16:30–17:10 Georg Gottlob, Oxford, Robust Constraint Satisfaction and hidden vari-
able detection in quantum mechanics.
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Abstracts

Peter Cameron A finite deterministic automaton is synchronizing if there is a sequence
of transitions which brings it to the same final state from any initial state. There
is a polynomial-time algorithm to decide whether an automaton is synchronizing,
but it is hard to find the minimal length of a reset word. This is the subject of the
celebrated Černý conjecture, posed in the 1960s and still unsolved, according to
which an n-state automaton has a reset word of length at most (n− 1)2 – if true,
this would be best possible.

Recently, a lot of attention has been given to the case where all but one of the
transitions of the automaton are permutations. In this case, properties of the
group G generated by the permutations might reduce the complexity of the prob-
lems. It is known that if a permutation group G has the property that 〈G, f〉 is
synchronizing for any non-permutation f , then G is primitive; primitivity can be
tested in polynomial time, but this is not known for the stronger property. I will
discuss this problem, which has a close connection with questions about graph
homomorphisms and cores.

Anuj Dawar The classical Weisfeiler-Leman method defines a hierarchy of equivalence
relations, each of which is polynomial-time decidable, and that over-approximate
graph isomorphism, approaching it in the limit. The W-L equivalences have a large
variety of equivalent characterisations emerging separately from algebra, combina-
torics and logic, which I will review. It is known (by Cai-Fuerer-Immerman 1992)
that no fixed level of the hierarchy exactly characterises isomorphism. This has
recently inspired the definition of a new hierarchy of equivalences, which I will
present, which can be seen as a strengthening of the W-L method to algebras over
finite fields.

This is joint work with Bjarki Holm.

Leslie Ann Goldberg Many natural computational counting problems can be ex-
pressed as constraint satisfaction problems. In this talk, I’ll give a summary of
what is known about the complexity of approximately solving these counting con-
straint satisfaction problems. This includes joint work with Bulatov, Dyer, Jerrum
and McQuillan and with Chen, Dyer, Jerrum, Lu, McQuillan and Richerby.

Georg Gottlob The problem of detecting local hidden variables in quantum mechanics
corresponds to an interesting decision problem HV that can be reformulated both
in terms of database theory and in terms of constraint satisfaction . To study
this problem, we introduce the class of robust constraint satisfaction problems in
which the question is whether every partial assignment of a certain length can be
extended to a solution, provided the partial assignment does not violate any of the
constraints of the given instance. We explore the complexity of robust colourability
and robust satisfiability problems, and show that they are NP-complete. This
allows us to trace the tractability frontier of the HV problem. Joint work with
Samson Abramsky and Phokion Kolaitis.
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Andrei Krokhin In a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), one is given a set of vari-
ables, a set of values for the variables, and constraints on combinations of values
that can be taken by specified subsets of variables. An algorithm for a constraint
satisfaction problem is called robust if it outputs an assignment satisfying at least a
(1−f(ε))-fraction of constraints for each (1−ε)-satisfiable instance (i.e., such that
at most a eps-fraction of constraints needs to be removed to make the instance sat-
isfiable), where f(ε)→ 0 as ε→ 0. Barto and Kozik recently characterized CSPs
admitting a robust polynomial algorithm (with some f), confirming a conjecture
of Guruswami and Zhou. In the present talk, based on joint work with Victor
Dalmau, we shall describe large classes of CSPs that admit a robust polynomial
algorithm with polynomial loss, i.e., with f(ε) = O(ε1/k) for some k.

Rahul Santhanam The trivial brute force search algorithm for the Satisfiability prob-
lem runs in time 2n poly(m), where n is the number of variables and m the size of
the input formula/circuit. How much better can we do? The answer depends on
which variant of satisfiability we consider. I will survey recent work in this area,
describing the main algorithmic paradigms and the analytical techniques used. If
time permits, I will say something about the exciting connection between satisfia-
bility algorithms and circuit lower bounds used by Williams to prove a new circuit
lower bound for non-deterministic exponential time.

John Talbot A typical question in extremal combinatorics is: how many edges can a
triangle-free graph contain? There is a rich theory answering many such questions
for graphs but far less is known for more complicated objects such as hypergraphs.

I will give a brief introduction to the central questions and conjectures in this area
before discussing some of the recent results that have been proved using Razborov’s
flag algebra calculus. Informally, this method provides a way to systematically find
useful inequalities that hold between induced densities of subgraphs (or subhyper-
graphs). Clever local counting arguments and applications of the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality are certainly not new to extremal combinatorics, however one impor-
tant new aspect of Razborov’s method is that it lends itself very well to automated
computer proofs.
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